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PXPS workshop:
nu detectors WG summary

R. Tayloe, Indiana U.
PXPS workshop
FNAL, 6/12

Outline:
    - physics
    - detector development
    - nu source design
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Neutrino Physics at Project X

ν
ν

ν
- short-, long-baseline oscillations (covered by P. Huber) 

- supernova detection

- nu interactions/cross sections
  - "low-energy": 

- π DAR source, ~10-50MeV    
 - ν elastic coherent,  νN supernova interactions
  - "med-energy": 

- π DIF source, ~0.1-2.0 GeV 
- 2N correlations, deltas, nu pi coherent prod, etc

  - "hi-energy": 
-  π DIF source, ~1.0-10GeV

- nu-e elastic for nu mag moments, sin2thew, flux monitoring

-  "exotica"
  - dark sector searches
  - non-standard interactions (covered by P. Huber)
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Enabling... Neutrino Physics at Project X
Detectors:
- scintillators:  
  - new (non-PC mixtures), metal loading, water-based
  - physics techniques with these
  - readout methods, new configurations
- liq-AR (liq noble gases)
  - studies of ionization, light, etc
  - readout techniques, new configs
- others
  - emulsion
 
nu sources:
- DAR source for ~50Mev nu
  - from 1,3,or 8 GeV 
  - target design
  - time structure, buncher ring requirement
- DIF source from 1,3,8,60,120 GeV for 0.5-10GeV nu
  - target design
  - time structure, buncher ring requirement
- DAR kaon source
- "nu-factory" type

ν
ν

ν
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Supernova Physics at Project X
- Most large neutrino detectors (≈> 1kT) are candidate SN ν detectors and could provide
important info for next supernova event.
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Many detection options exist in detectors of all types... 
Supernova Physics at Project X

Requires:
- large detector
- dedicated triggers
- (for some channels) calibration in additional experiments...
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Neutrino Interaction Physics at Project X
“low-E” (~50MeV) neutrino physics:
- important both for fundamental physics as well as support for oscillations and SN 
experiments
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Neutrino Interaction Physics at Project X
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Neutrino Interaction Physics at Project X

Requires:
- O(1kt) scintillation, liquid noble gas detectors 
- π DAR source, O(1MW)
- low duty factor beam, <1E-3, likely buncher ring required
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Neutrino Interaction Physics at Project X
“low-E” (~50MeV) neutrino physics:
- coherent ν - A elastic scattering
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Neutrino Interaction Physics at Project X

Requires:
- O(1ton) liquid noble Argon detector
- π DAR source, O(1MW)
- neutron background mitigation
- low duty factor beam, <1E-3, likely buncher ring required

“low-E” (~50MeV) neutrino physics:
- coherent ν - A elastic scattering
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Neutrino Interaction Physics at Project X
“med-E” (0.1-2GeV) neutrino physics:
- many interesting topics recently addressed by MiniBooNE, SciBooNE

- multi-nucleon correlations in nuclei

- coherent production of pions, photons from nuclei
- “strange”-spin of nucleus, ∆s

- Some topics are being addressed by MINERvA,T2K with results appearing now/soon
- However ultimate resolution and understanding across all nuclei likely to require 
additional experiments in ProjectX era.

ν CCQE total cross section measurement
from MiniBooNE, SciBooNE, NOMAD
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Neutrino Interaction Physics at Project X
“med-E” (0.1-2GeV) neutrino physics:

- multi-nucleon correlations in nuclei
- coherent production of pions, photons from nuclei
- “strange”-spin of nucleus, ∆s

Requires: 
- scintillator/Cerenkov/liquid Argon detectors
- higher power (100kW) 8GeV DIF source
- possibly 3GeV (1MW) DIF source, lowish duty factor
- H/D targets to disentangle nuclear effects
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Neutrino Interaction Physics at Project X
“high-E” (>2GeV) neutrino physics:
- currently being addressed by MINERvA

- These topics are being addressed by MINERvA, results appearing..
- however more work needed in ProjectX era.... 
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Neutrino Interaction Physics at Project X
“high-E” (>2GeV) neutrino physics:

Requires: 
- high-resolution tracking detectors
- 60-120 GeV DIF source or perhaps “nu-factory” -like source
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Neutrino Interaction Physics at Project X
nu e elastic scattering:
- neutrino flux calibration
- nu magnetic moment
- weak mixing angle at low Q2

sample of MINERvA data:
- promising, yet low-stats
- estimate 8.6% stat error on 
nu e, 
- more powerful with MINERvA
med-E beam 
- higher stats with Project X 
beams 
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Neutrino Interaction Physics at Project X
nu e elastic scattering:
- neutrino flux calibration
- nu magnetic moment
- weak mixing angle at low Q2

- Project X beams will allow improvement on 
numu limit  (to ~1E-10 Bohr magnetons)
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Neutrino Interaction Physics at Project X
nu e elastic scattering:
- neutrino flux calibration
- nu magnetic moment
- weak mixing angle at low Q2

- Use Project X π DAR beam
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Neutrino Interaction Physics at Project X
nu e elastic scattering:
- nu magnetic moment
- weak mixing angle at low Q2

Requires:
- tracking detector
- π DAR source, O(1MW)
- lowish duty factor beam, <10% ?
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Dark Sector Physics at Project X
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Dark Sector Physics at Project X

Requires: 
- scintillator/Cerenkov/liquid Argon detectors
- higher power (100kW) 8GeV DIF source
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Neutrino Detector Development at Project X
Detector development work required for Project X
- scintillators:  
  - new (non-PC mixtures), metal loading (n-capture), water-based
  - higher segmentation
  - readout methods, new configurations
- liq-Ar (liq noble gases)
  - studies of ionization, light, etc
  - readout techniques, new configs
- others
  - emulsion
- detector techiques
  - nu beam wrong-sign contribution
  - flux normalization
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Neutrino Detector Development at Project X
Detector development work required for Project X
- scintillators:   

- new (non-PC mixtures)
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Neutrino Detector Development at Project X
Detector development work required for Project X
- scintillators:   

- metal loading (n-capture), water-based 
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Neutrino Detector Development at Project X
Detector development work required for Project X
- scintillators:  
  - higher segmentation

scibath detector, Indiana U.
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Neutrino Detector Development at Project X
Detector development work required for Project X
- liq-Ar (liq noble gases)
  - studies of ionization, light, etc
  - readout techniques, new configs
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Neutrino Detector Development at Project X
Detector development work required for Project X
- others
  - emulsion
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Neutrino Detector Development at Project X
Detector development work required for Project X
- detector techiques
  - nu beam wrong-sign contribution
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Neutrino Detector Development at Project X
nu sources and parameters to consider:
- DAR source for ~50Mev nu
  - from 1,3,or 8 GeV 
  - target design
  - time structure, buncher ring requirement
- DIF source from  for 0.5-10GeV nu
  - from 3,8,60,120 GeV
  - target design
  - time structure, buncher ring requirement
- DAR K+ source
- "nu-factory" type

ν
ν

ν
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Neutrino Detector Development at Project X
nu sources to consider:
- DAR source for ~50Mev nu

- competition with SNS, JPARC makes staging important
  - from 1,3,or 8 GeV? 

- DAR from 8 GeV may happen earlier, increased 8GeV power can    
          provide incremental gains 

- 1,3 GeV, ~1MW would be world-class DAR source, but will it be timely?
- time structure, buncher ring for ~1E-4 duty factor required for most physics id'd

  - target design
- best if optimized for nu, but may not be crucial
- multiple functions (n-production, etc)
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Neutrino Detector Development at Project X
nu sources to consider:
- DAR source for ~50Mev nu
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Neutrino Detector Development at Project X
nu sources and parameters to consider:
- DIF source for 0.5-10GeV nu
  - from 3-120 GeV
     - expect much progress pre-projectX from BNB   
  (8GeV), NUMI (120GeV), in NOvA upgrades, LBNE.
     - not clear that new DIF source of same variety 

called for.. from ProjectX 
     - new type of DIF source may be needed 
  - time structure, buncher ring requirement

- likely that low-duty factor required
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Neutrino Detector Development at Project X
- nu sources:

- “nu-factory" type  (A. Bross)
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Neutrino Detector Development at Project X
- nu sources:

- K+ DAR source?
- requires >3GeV, intense, proton source.
- O(10%) duty factor may be ok.
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Neutrino Physics at Project X
- short-baseline, long baseline oscillations (covered by P. Huber) 

- supernova detection

- nu interactions/cross sections
  - "low-energy": 

- π DAR source, ~10-50MeV    
 - ν elastic coherent,  νN supernova interactions
  - "med-energy": 

- π DIF source, ~0.1-2.0 GeV 
- 2N correlations, deltas, nu pi coherent prod, etc

  - "hi-energy": 
-  π DIF source, ~1.0-10GeV

- nu-e elastic for nu mag moments, sin2thew, flux monitoring

-  "exotica"
  - dark sector searches
  - non-standard interactions (covered by P. Huber)
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Enabling... Neutrino Physics at Project X
- Detectors:
- scintillators:  
  - new (non-PC mixtures), metal loading, water-based
  - physics techniques with these
  - readout methods, new configurations
- liq-AR (liq noble gases)
  - studies of ionization, light, etc
  - readout techniques, new configs
- others
  - emulsion
 
- nu sources:
- DAR source for ~50Mev nu
  - from 1,3,or 8 GeV 
  - target design
  - time structure, buncher ring requirement
- DIF source from 3,8,60,120 GeV for 0.5-10GeV nu
  - target design
  - time structure, buncher ring requirement
- DAR kaon source
- "nu-factory" type

ν
ν

ν
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Summary
- Project X offers great opportunity for neutrino oscillation, neutrino interaction,
  non-standard iteraction physics.

- Detector R&D work will be required.  Planning underway.

- nu sources from Project X can be world-class.  Optimization crucial.

ν

ν

ν


